The entire humanity is suffering from the Covid blues and the Cooperative Banking Sector is not exempt in any way. There are many that will succeed in coming out of this, and some will come out with flying colors. They are likely to find the formula for resilience in overcoming the crisis and quickly get on the growth track.

NAFCUB, in association with Banking Frontiers, is organising a power packed webinar series for UCB sector where Experts form the industry would brainstorm on the roadmap to way forward from Covid. A synopsis of the same is as follows:

Topics that are included:

**Working From Home for Cooperative Banking sector:**
Ravikiran Manekiakar, Sathish Utekar, and other technology experts with understanding of sector.

**Date** : Saturday, 25 April 2020  
**Time** : 11 am to 12.30 pm  
**RSVP** : Shweta Kadam : 88794 22283  shweta@glocalinfomart.com